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Overview
• Introduction
• The African Consciousness Institute Tedx
• Transformation
• Human – the two aspects
• Human Understanding Framework
• The Human Mind
• Personal Values, Purpose and Authenticity
• Reality and Human Experience
• Conclusion
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TRANSFORMATION

Consciousness and Personal Transformation for 
the life of Business and the business of Life



TRANSFORMATION

Personal Transformation and Authentic 
Leadership



TRANSFORMATION

v Self-Knowledge

v Personal Agency, Capacity and Achievement

v Understanding the human condition, human 
existence, behaviour and experience



TRANSFORMATION

Knowing who you really are (not who you think 
you are

Knowing how life (nature) works



African Consciousness Institute

v African Union Agenda 2063

v Fifty year strategic plan for development and 
integration of the African continent



Personal
Mastery



HUMAN

Human – humus: Organic soil; Earthly
- mana:  Light; Intelligence; Mind 



Personal Mastery

The quest to be a master of the 
creation and a companion of 

your true self



The Two Selves

v Inner and outer self

v Essence and Personality self



Complementary Opposites
Essence Personality
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STRESSPERSONAL 
TRANSFORMATION



TRANSFORMATION

“Transformation involves experiencing a deep 
structural shift in the basic premises of thought, 
feelings, and actions. It is a shift in consciousness 
that dramatically and irreversibly alters our way of 
being in the world” 
-Edmund O’Sullivan, Professor TLC Covers



TRANSFORMATION

“Transformation is learning that transforms 
problematic frames of reference to make them 
more inclusive, discriminating, reflective, open, and 
emotionally able to change. 
It is the expansion of consciousness through 
changes in the worldview and perception of self” 
- Jack Mezirow, Sociologist



TRANSFORMATION

“Transformation is a fundamental change in 
one’s personality involving the resolution of a 
personal dilemma and the expansion of 
consciousness resulting in greater personality 
(temperament) integration”  
- Robert Boyd, Anthropologist



TRANSFORMATION

“Transformation involves experiencing an 
irreversible structural shift in one’s basic 
premises of attitude, perception of self, 
temperament, worldview, and/or behaviour
It is a perspective transformation or an 
expansion of consciousness that results in a 
more inclusive, autonomous and authentic
predisposition ”



3 Hallmarks of Transformation 

1. Inclusivity

2. Authenticity

3. Autonomy



INCLUSIVITY

Resulting in increased cognitive, moral, self or 
socio-emotional adaptation that is detectable in a 
person’s enhanced capacity for:
• Taking roles of others
• Including more diverse worldviews
• Empathic sensitivity



AUTHENTICITY

• A decrease in the need/desire for external 
validation/support (“unfuckwithable”)

• An increased sense of self-worth and personal 
identity

• A clearer personal vision 



AUTONOMY

Strengthened authenticity inevitably translates into 
greater autonomous thinking.

You become more objectively critical, impartial, 
reflective and open in your thinking
- You don’t lead your life according to “Brules” –

bullshit societal(cultural) rules 
- Vishen Lakhiani, Founder, Mindvalley



Multi-layered Self
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HOLARCHY 
OF BEING

HOLARCHY 
OF PERSONALITY

HOLARCHY 
OF VALUES

RELATIONSHIPS 
And the Art of

COMMUNICATION

UNDERSTANDING HUMAN BEHAVIOUR



SUCCESS

v Knowledge

v Skills

v Attitude



Facts 
&

Events
(the “It” Domain

Relationships
With Others

(the “We” Domain)

Self-Management
(the “I” Domain)

Source:  James Flaherty. Coaching: Evoking Excellence in Others –

DOMAINS OF COMPETENCE



The 4Ps
v Personalities

v Private agendas

v Power- play

v Politics



Personal Transformation

v Knowing and understanding you and your 
world



Personal Transformation

Level of Knowledge + Level of Being =
Level of Understanding (Wisdom)



Wisdom

v Who am I?

v Why am I here?

v Where am I coming from?

v Where am I going?

v What is this Universe? What is my place in it?



Personal Development

GNOTHI SEAUTON



Personal Development

A phrase chiselled over the 
portals of the ancient Greek temple at 
Delphi



KNOW THYSELF

Only by knowing himself can man come to any real   
understanding of the inner secrets and basic truths 
about the Universe



STRESSASPECTS OF MIND 
and Awareness



THOUGHTS

Thought is the Seed of every manifest thing



THOUGHTS

Thought + Feelings + Action = Result 
(Physical manifestation)



Taking Action

Planning

Acting

Concrete World

Abstract World

Experiential Learning and Managing

Making Sense
Observing

Thinking

Map

Territory

From a
Perspective



Observable data and 
experiences

I select data from what I 
observe

I adopt beliefs, 
draw a map

I make assumptions based on 
these meanings

I add cultural and 
personal meanings

Reflexive loop our 
beliefs influence 

our selection

I take actions based on 
my beliefsThe Ladder of Inference

From a perspective



THE MIND



The Mind

“What is mind? No Matter!
What is Matter? Never Mind”

- Unknown



The Mind (SES)

v Discursive mind

v Memory (and emotions)

v Intellect

v Ego



IntellectDiscursive
Mind

Memory 
& 

Emotional 
Charges

Ego

THE MIND (SES)



STRESSVALUES, PURPOSE & 
AUTHENTICITY



Hierarchy of Being

Every human being operates in a hierarchy of Being
– Robert Dilts:
• Spirit
• Identity
• Values
• Strategy
• Behaviour
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Identity

Values

Behaviors

Spirit

Strategies

The Hierarchy of Being

How one acts in meeting 
one’s challenges.

How one thinks in 
meeting life’s 
challenges.

How one evaluates based on 
their experiences and 
resulting belief system 

How one sees oneself 
connected to their world.

How one sees oneself 
connected to the 

universe.



Identity

Values

Behaviors

Spirit

Strategies

10 Values Identification 
Questions:

1. What is in your 
Personal Space?

2. How do you spend 
your time?

3. How do you spend 
your money?

4. What are your 
hobbies?

5. What do you talk 
about?

6. What inspires you?

Values Hierarchy  



Identity

Values

Behaviors

Spirit

Strategies

10 Values Identification 
Questions:

7. What is your self 
talk about?

8. What are you 
organized about?
9. What are your 

goals?
10  What are you 
self-disciplined 

about?

Values Hierarchy 



The VALUES Hierarchy

• Every human being lives by a set of 
priorities – what is important or of value 
to them.

• This hierarchy of values runs our lives –
they determine what we pay attention 
to, our interpretation of what we pay 
attention to (events) and what we do 
(our behaviour)



Personal Values

• Perception
• Human behaviour
• Relationships
• Wellbeing – Stress and Eustress 
• Leadership
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Values & Relationships

• Careless, Careful and Caring relationships (Demartini)
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Higher Values

• Our highest value is our chief aim (theTelos)
• Our higher values determine our Purpose, identity 

(0ntology), our Mission and Vision and our most authentic 
pursuits (true authenticity). 
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Personal Values &
Authenticity

Personal
Values

(Axiology)

Authenticity

Purpose
(Teleology)

Leadership

Knowledge
(Epistemology)Awareness

Health &
Wellbeing

Identity
(Ontology)



THANK YOU

Shadrick.mazaza@gsb.uct.ac.za
www.drmazaza.com
www.africanconsciousnessinstitute.com
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